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SUMMARY

       This information paper describes the performance results obtained by simulation for
the air-ground data link in the following modes:

• VDL modes 1, 2 and 3
• Mode S radar data link
• AMSS data link

The study is mainly oriented to the comparison of the capacity and limitations of
the above mentioned data links.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Based on the documentation about the air-ground subnetwork communication modes used
for the definition of SARPS inside the ICAO AMCP, and AGCSG (Air-Ground Communication
Sub-Group) of EUROCONTROL, a simulation study has been performed in order to compare the
capacity and limitations of the following data links: VHF data link, Mode S Radar data link. and
AMSS data link.

The objective of this information paper is to present the main conclusions of the
performance study of the three air-ground subnetworks above mentioned, carried out by
simulation. The study has obtained quality parameters for each type of subnetwork, and has
performed the comparison in various situations. We have considered two main classes of
performance parameters: End to end transit delay for messages and congestion measures. The
performance measures and comparisons have been made using some representative scenarios.

The structure of this information paper is the following: Section 2 gives a more detailed
description of the study, focusing on the general methodology, the traffic and scenario definition,
and the performance parameters computed. Section 3 is devoted to a more detailed presentation
of the results that have been obtained in the study, giving some plot examples. In Section 4 we
present the main conclusions obtained. The paper ends with the Recommendation and Reference
sections.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

Due to space limitations, this section will give only an overview of the main
characteristics of the models and methodology used to obtain the performance parameters.
Details can be found in [1].

2.1. Data traffic models

In this performance evaluation study, it has been necessary to define models for user data
traffic generation (both from aircraft and ground stations). The following elements define the
traffic generation model:

(a) Message types, and priorities.
(b) Length of each message type, specified in statistical terms.
(c) Message generation times, also specified in statistical terms.

As a basis for traffic generation model, we have used the models presented in reference
[2] and in the references cited in that document, with some modifications. The traffic generation
model used in this study has considered, for each domain:

(a) A high priority message, for instance, controller-pilot communications.
(b) A middle level priority message, for instance, a FIS service.
(c) A low-level priority message, for instance, AOC.
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Four flight domains have been considered: airport, terminal, en route and oceanic.

The statistical distribution assumed for the time between consecutive messages and the
message length is exponential. This is the hypothesis made for most message types and domains
in the final model proposed in [2] and used in [3]. Therefore, the distribution of the time between
consecutive messages, ( )f tT , is:
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where λ m  is the distribution parameter, namely the message generation rate. Its inverse is the

mean time between consecutive messages.

We can also express the approximate probability density function of message length as:
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where lm  is the message mean length. Tables 1 (a) and (b) contain the parameter values for each

message type and flight domain. taken from reference [2].

Table 1(a). Uplink messages.

CPDLC FIS AOC
λ m

(mess/min) lm
(bits) λ m

(mess/min) lm
(bits) λ m

(mess/min) lm
(bits)

Airport 1 123 6 2100 0.06 2400
Terminal 0.96 123 0.51 3325 0.06 2400
En route 0.408 118 0.12 1624 0.06 2400
Oceanic 0.038 196 0.017 1500 0.042 2400

Table 1(b). Downlink messages.

CPDLC FIS AOC
λ m

(mess/min) lm
(bits) λ m

(mess/min) lm
(bits) λ m

(mess/min) lm
(bits)

Airport 1 32 0.1 64 0.12 2400
Terminal 1.31 32 0.51 64 0.12 2400
En route 0.696 34 0.12 64 0.102 2400
Oceanic 0.066 32 0.017 64 0.070 2400

All values presented in the previous tables are for the stationary case. One of the aims in
this study is to evaluate the system performance degradation in high load conditions. Therefore,
we must define the peak load time interval and how the increased load affects the definition of
the system parameters in our traffic model. In order to define the peak load we have used the
approach taken from the RTCA model. It defines, for high, intermediate and low traffic
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scenarios, the peak load time interval and the increment in message generation rate while in that
interval. The statistical distributions does not change. This helps to evaluate the performance
parameter sensitivity with respect to changes in the peak load factor. We also assume that the
peak period is defined only by a increased message generation rate. Therefore the mean message
length does not change.

2.2. Specific scenarios to be studied

This section is devoted to discuss the scenarios that have been employed in the
performance evaluation studies. As stated in the preceding subsection, we consider four domains:
oceanic, in route, terminal and airport. Table 2 presents the combinations of mode and domains
considered for this study.

Table 2. Allowed domain-subsystem combinations.

Airport Terminal En route Oceanic
Mode S X X
VDL X X X
Satellite X X X X

In the following, we comment the specific assumptions for traffic generation that have
been used for each domain. First, we assume that the statistic of the message generation is
constant for each air-ground subsystem. Therefore, the data generation models is the same for the
three subsystems. It also simplifies the task of comparative performance evaluation.

For each domain, the traffic models include: traffic types to be considered, priorities,
statistical generation distributions and specific parameters for each distribution. These items have
been commented in the previous subsection. The following table is used to convert message
generation rates per flight to message generation rates per time unit [2].

Table 3. Mean flight duration estimated for each domain.

Domain Mean duration estimated
Oceanic 3 hours
En route 25 minutes
Terminal 10 minutes
Airport 10 minutes

We must also consider the number of aircraft and ground stations that participate in a
given scenario, and their spatial distribution. The spatial distribution is important, for instance, in
Mode S radar using a mechanical rotating antenna. In this case, the antenna rotation period may
be in the range of seconds. Therefore, the spatial distribution of the aircraft (uniformly
distributed, or concentrated in one sector) must be taken into account as an additional parameter
to obtain the performance parameters.
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To give some examples, we include some scenarios considered in other reports:

(a) Reference [4] gives some scenario models for the three air-ground subnetworks
considered. Specifically:

- For Mode S Radar, a rotating antenna (4 seconds rotation time), with a beam
width of 2.4o is considered. It uses two different values for the number of aircraft in range: 170
and 490. In other example results are given for 100, 250 and 500 aircraft (uniform distribution)
and 1, 10 and 20 aircraft within the beam width.

- For VDL-CSMA, delay and throughput results are presented for scenarios
consisting of 1 ground station and 10 aircraft, 1 ground station and 20 aircraft, and 5 ground
stations (5 transmission frequencies) and 200 aircraft.

- For VDL-TDMA, the results are presented for 1 ground station with 20 aircraft,
and 1 ground station with 40 aircraft.

(b) In reference [3] a delay and traffic study is performed in the case of VDL-CSMA and
VDL-TDMA. A scenario with only one ground station is assumed and results are given as a
function of the number of aircraft generating downlink messages.

(c) In reference [5], which is devoted to VDL-TDMA performance evaluation, only
scenarios formed by one ground station and one communication channel are considered to
estimate message delays:

- 20 and 40 aircraft for 2V2D configuration.
- 40 and 60 aircraft for 3T configuration.

Using the previous information, we may conclude the following:

(a) In most cases, the scenarios consider one ground station, covering a variable number
of aircraft, which goes from some tens to some hundreds.

(b) They do not consider the effects of new aircraft in range, or the aircraft coming out of
range. They do not consider changes in the station covering an aircraft.

Using all the information presented, and taking into account the objectives of this study,
we have established the scenarios to be studied. We will consider a set of N aircraft covered by
one ground station, sharing one radiocommunication channel. In a first approach, the effect of
several ground stations and several radiocommunication channels is the reduction of the effective
number of aircraft covered by one station and sharing an unique radiocommunication channel
managed by that station. Additionally, in the case of the satellite subnetwork, the ground station
will allow the access from aircraft to the ground network. In this case, we will consider an
scenario formed by N aircraft using the same radio channel for sending information to the
satellite, and from the satellite to the ground station. Of course, the channel frequency
assignations are different for the aircraft-satellite and satellite-ground station links, but this effect
is not relevant for the objectives of the study.

One of the main objectives is the comparative evaluation of the performance figures for
the three air-ground subsystems previously mentioned. Therefore we should consider the
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essential differences among the systems, mainly with respect to the diverse strategies for
obtaining the medium (radio channel) access. As a consequence, we should use simple
simulation scenarios. This will emphasise the differences with respect to the medium access
strategies, avoiding the influence of some other factors. The differences in the scenarios to be
considered are given by:

(a) Subnetwork type to be used in that scenario.
(b) Different message generation rates and mean message lengths.

In summary, the scenario model to be considered, is as follows: “N aircraft competing for
the use of one radiocommunication channel, managed by one ground station, using the medium
access techniques employed by each air-ground subsystem.“

2.3. Specific features of the data link air-ground subnetwork modes used

Since we are going to obtain and compare performance parameters for three air-ground
data link modes, it is very important to specify the main features of the data communication in
each mode, in order to point out the main assumptions and simplifications performed to simulate
them. For instance, we must specify the number of bits transmitted at the physic layer. Even a
brief description of the models used would be too large to include in this information paper. The
details of the models shall be consulted in reference [1].

2.4. Performance parameters to be obtained

The study will consider fundamentally two types of performance measures: message delay
measures, and load or channel occupation measures.

Message delay measures

These are estimates of the end to end user message delays. The delay depends on the OSI
layer where the measure is performed. We could take the delay measure between end-user
application messages. This is important from the user point of view, but it is very difficult to
estimate, due to the variable processing time of the final applications, which is very application
dependent. Also, in that case the effect of the bit overhead due to all the OSI layers must be taken
into account. Finally, the sender and receiver applications may run on very distant hosts.

Taking into account the objectives of our study (comparative performance evaluation of
air-ground data links), we will assume the following: the highest layer entity over which the
delays will be defined is the message in the subnetwork layer ISO 8208. In other words, we will
consider the message delays between the routers that give access to the air-ground subnetwork,
both in the ground station and in the aircraft.

The first family of graphic results of the study will include:
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(a) Mean message delays, depending on the number of aircraft in the scenario, and
depending on the message type (message priority).

(b) Estimated results about the statistical distribution of the message delays. If we know
that information, we have a deep knowledge about our system, and we may answer to very
precise questions such as:

- Ratio of messages which have a delay greater than t0  seconds.

- Maximum delay guaranteed for the 90% of the messages.

All the preceding results have been obtained by simulation. We have obtained plots
showing those parameters versus the number of aircraft in the scenario and the message priority.

The results about delays mentioned in the previous points are for the stationary case. One
of the objectives of this study is the evaluation of the performance degradation and robustness of
the three air-ground subnetworks when a peak load occurs. In order to obtain that result, the
following experiment is proposed: given an aircraft number N, the simulation runs until the
system reaches approximately its stationary state. In that moment, peak load conditions are
introduced. The graphics obtained give us idea about the subnetwork reaction capacity against
load increments. We will evaluate the following:

- Message peak delays.
- Return time to the stationary state, after finishing peak load conditions.

Congestion measures

These measures are oriented to the estimation of the system occupancy. We give the
saturation points of the system, as a function of the offered traffic intensity. We obtain and plot
the following results:

(a) Time fraction of channel occupancy, depending on the number of aircraft.
(b) Number of residual messages when the simulation finishes.
(b) Number of aircraft where saturation is attained.

2.5. Simulation methodology

This subsection presents an introduction to methodology used in the study. It should not
be taken as a detailed description of the way in which the simulations will be designed, but rather
as a description of the general work philosophy.

Figure 1 shows a plot of the high-level simulation model for a typical scenario. The
specific objective of the study is to obtain the performance parameters for message transmission
from the subnetwork layer (ISO 8208) between the routers working as the entry point to the air-
ground network. We will assume the following model for the message behaviour:
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(a) At the ground station, the user application layer generates a message. The message
generation pattern (distribution and rate) depends on the message type and the scenario type
considered, as it has been previously stated.

(b) In spite of the preceding assumption, the real sources and destinations of the messages
are the higher layers of the OSI reference model. This has three main effects:

(b.1) Each layer introduces an additional delay due to the processing it performs
on the message bits.

(b.2) If the source and destination hosts are located in geographically remote
places, there is an additional delay due to the ATN transmission and routing procedures.

(b.3) Each layer adds its own additional (overhead) information bits. Therefore,
the number of bits to be transmitted for each message increases as the message goes through the
OSI layers. Those additional bits reduce the throughput and increase the transmission delays.

Figure 1. Typical scenario structure used for simulation.

The first effect is difficult to consider, since it requires a detailed modelling of the OSI
upper layers, and of the specific procedures used for their implementation on hosts. Therefore, as
we have mentioned before, we will give delay results between the subnetwork layers in the
routers working as entry points to the air-ground subnetwork. A similar consideration is in order
for the second effect. Its exact evaluation would require a precise modelling of the global ATN,
at least in disperse geographical environment, which is out of the scope of this study.

The third effect will be incorporated to the study. It will be modelled as K overhead bits
added to the message. The exact number of overhead bits depends on the higher layers of the OSI

Ground station

GROUND
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reference model. An exact study would involve the detailed simulation of the behaviour of these
ATN layers. This is again out of the scope of this study, which aims the performance comparison
of three air-ground subnetworks. In order to consider this effect, we have included in the results
plots for two values of K. This allows the comparison of the three subnetworks under the same
conditions, and to incorporate in the comparisons the effect of the number of overhead bits, K.

(c) From this network point (the routers working as entry points into the air-ground
subnetwork), we have performed the detailed study:

(c.1) To compute the final (physical layer) message size. The overheads include
the additional bits added by the subnetwork, data link and physical layers for which we have
precise information [4] [6] [7] [8].

(c.2) To compute the transmission delays. The general expression is:

T W W t t tR A r t p= + + + +

Next, we define the terms in the preceding expression:

T : Total message delay to be estimated.
WR : Waiting time in the router queues, due exclusively to the other messages and

the priority ordering.
WA : Delay contribution due to the medium access contention procedures among

all the message generating entities.
tr : Processing delay in the router.
tt : Message transmission delay.

t p : Channel propagation delay.

Figure 2 shows the router model. The model refers to the router working as the entry
point into the air-ground subnetwork. It may be located in an aircraft or in a ground station.

Figure 2. Router model as a contention system.

In principle, these routers can be modelled as a contention system with one server. The
message arrival to this system follows a Poisson pattern (time between consecutive messages
exponential). As we have mentioned before, three message priority classes will be defined. The
waiting queue in the router is divided into three zones. First the high priority messages are

• • •••• •• •

High pr.Mid. pr.Low pr.

λλ
1/µµ
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allocated, then the intermediate priority messages and finally the low priority messages. Inside
each class, a FCFS (First-Come-First-Served) discipline is used.

All the performance parameters have been obtained by simulation, using the discrete
event simulation methodology. According to [9], discrete event simulation is used to model the
time evolution of a system employing a state variable representation, which changes in discrete
time moments. This model can be successfully applied to all the subnetworks under study.

3. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

This section is devoted to define the specific results that are obtained from the simulation,
and to give some examples of the plots that the simulator produces.

3.1. General considerations

In order to assess the desired quality system parameters, we have designed a set of
simulators (one for each transmission technique). All of them use the same input data and
produce the same output result format. Input data for every simulation are:

• Air-ground subsystem (Mode S radar, VDL mode 1, 2, 3 and satellite).
• Flight domain (airport, terminal, en route and oceanic).
• Traffic parameters (message generation rates and message mean length).
• Simulation type (mean parameters for the stationary state or response to peak load interval).
• Simulation times (total simulation time, time elapsed until the system reaches the stationary

state, peak load time interval, simulation instant in which the peak load time interval starts,
and so on).

Output data are stored in a set of archives, which are processed later to obtain the final
results, both in graphic and numeric format. The results in stationary state, have been depicted in
a bar diagram format, for every subsystem and communication direction. These results are:

• Average message delays, depending on the number of aircraft in the scenario and the message
type (message priority).

• Confidence Interval (95%) of the average delays estimated. This interval also depends on the
number of aircraft and the message type.

• Maximum delay guaranteed for the 95% of the messages.
• Number of remnant messages in the transmission queues (that is, messages that have been

generated but not transmitted when the simulation finishes), depending on the number of
aircraft and the message type.

• Channel occupancy.

Moreover, it has been obtained a set of graphics with the temporal evolution of delays and
occupancy under peak load conditions. Some plot examples are presented below.

3.2. Average message delays
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Figure 3 illustrates the graphic model used for displaying average delays. As we can see,
it has been drawn three bars for each number of aircraft in the scenario (for all the cases, it has
been considered 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 aircraft). Each bar corresponds to the average delay of a
message type. Colour code appears in the left side of the figure. Type 0 messages corresponds to
low priority AOC messages, type 1 corresponds to middle priority FIS messages, and type 2
corresponds to high priority CPDLC messages.

Average delay is calculated by averaging the transmission delays obtained by simulation
for each message type. The transmission delay is defined as the time elapsed from the sending of
a message transmission in one network end, to the complete message receiving in the other end.

3.3. Confidence interval for the estimated average delays

Since we have assumed that both message generation time and message length are
random variables, transmission delay for every message must be also considered as a random
magnitude. As a consequence, the average delay will be also a random variable. Not only it must
be given the average delay, but the “accuracy” for the calculated value, that is, the interval in
where we know that the true value lies in, with an associated probability. This is the concept of
the confidence interval, which is explained below.

As we are dealing with an estimator of the mean message delay, we can only predict with
some certainty that the true value of the parameter is within a finite interval. We can choose a
high probability value, such us 95%, and then construct an interval centered on the estimated
value, called confidence interval, such that the true value of the message delay lies in the interval
with a probability of 95%. A reduced interval with an associated high probability value (such us
95%) indicates we have got a trustworthy estimator, as the difference between the true value and
the estimated one is small enough. On the contrary, a wide confidence interval indicates that the
accuracy of the estimator should be improved. Details about the computation of confidence
intervals can be found in [9].

Figure 4 shows the bar diagram corresponding to the confidence interval results. The
value of each bar indicates the half-length of the interval, that is, the confidence interval length is
twice the bar value, and it is centred on the estimated mean delay.

3.4. Maximum delay guaranteed for the 95% of the messages

Estimation of the mean message delay allows a comparative assessment of the air-ground
subsystem performances, but not all the relevant information can be extracted from it. In some
cases, it can be worthwhile to estimate some measure about the high transmission delays. For
example, we could have obtained a small average delay from the following case: the first half of
messages presents a small delay (they do not wait for a long time in the transmission queues), but
the second half suffers a high transmission delay. This delay could not be admissible for some
applications (controller-pilot communications in emergency situations). So, it is relevant to know
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Figure 3. Example of bar diagram for average message delays. Data link via radar mode S,
en route scenario, aircraft distributed over 360º, downlink.
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the percentage of messages that suffers a high transmission delay. A suitable measurement of the
transmission delay’s behaviour shall be the estimation of the maximum delay guaranteed for the
95% of the transferred messages. This delay is only exceeded by the 5% of the messages. A high
value of this parameter could not be acceptable under some circumstances.

Figure 5 depicts the bar diagram corresponding to this maximum delay.

3.5. Number of remnant messages when the simulation concludes

One of the objectives of this study is the evaluation of the subsystem robustness against
saturation. In principle, a measurement of channel saturation could be the utilisation factor,
which can be defined as the percentage of time the server is busy. A 100% utilisation factor
indicates that the link is saturated.

We may think the later is a good measurement for evaluating subsystem capabilities and
detecting the link saturation. However, the employment of the utilisation factor as saturation
indicator presents several problems. The main problem lies in the fact that not all the simulation
time corresponds to available time for data transmission. We use the number of remnant
messages when the simulation finishes, as a trustworthy saturation measurement. The simulation
time has been designed so that the system has reached amply the stationary state when the
simulation is over. Under this assumption, a significant number of messages pending in the
transmission queues can be interpreted as an indicator of the channel saturation. On the other
hand, a low number of remnant messages (or the absence of them) indicates that the data link has
not reached the saturation sate yet and can process and transfer satisfactorily the message traffic
load.

Figure 6 shows a bar diagram corresponding to the number of remnant messages waiting
in the transmission queues.
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3.6. Channel utilisation factor

Although it can not provide an accurate measurement of the data link saturation state, it is
interesting to estimate the “real” percentage of time that the channel is occupied by message
transference. This parameter allows establishing a unique correspondence between the message
delay performance and the channel occupancy. Reference [1] shows plots of this parameter for all
modes considered in the study.

3.7. Distribution functions of the message delays

Besides of the 95% threshold mentioned previously, it is interesting to obtain estimations
of the distribution functions of the message delays. The statistical definition of the distribution
function of a random variable is:

( ) { }xXPrxFX ≤=

We can see that the distribution function of a random variable X in the value x
corresponds to the probability that the random variable X is less or equal than x. Knowing the
distribution function of a random variable allows the determination of all its statistical properties.

In our case, the knowledge of the distribution function of the message delays gives a very
valuable information, since it allows determining the probability that the delay is greater than a
determined value. Then we can compute, for a specific datalink, the probability that the high
priority messages have a delay greater than a value. This can help in the decision making about
the improvements of a specific datalink.

Given the high complexity of the datalinks studied, the distribution functions of the
message delays must be obtained via simulation, using the estimated delays for each message
transmitted [9]. Therefore, we obtain estimates of the true distribution functions.

The distribution function results are obtained for each datalink type, for each aircraft
number, and for each message type. Reference [1] shows plots of this parameter for all modes
considered in the study.

3.8. System response to peak load intervals

The system response to peak load intervals represents a relevant performance parameter
in order to evaluate the system robustness against saturation, under strong load conditions. We
shall evaluate the following:

• Performance degradation measured as the peak of the delay after the starting of the high load
interval.
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Figure 5. Example of bar diagram for maximum delay guaranteed for the 95% of the messages. Data
link via radar mode S, en route scenario, aircraft distributed over 360º, downlink
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• Return time to the stationary state, after finishing peak load conditions.

In order to evaluate the former parameters, we will modify the simulation conditions with
respect to the stationary state (nominal conditions applied to estimated average delays,
confidence interval, maximum delay and residual messages). The following experiment is
performed: given an aircraft number, N, the simulation runs under nominal load conditions, until
the system reaches approximately its stationary state. In that moment, peak load conditions are
introduced. The load is increased by a factor f. The peak load factor is maintained during a time
interval, named peak load interval. Once the peak load interval elapsed, the system returns to the
nominal load conditions, until reaching the stationary state again.

We obtain two types of plots under peak load conditions:

• Graphics depicting the evolution along time of the average message delay. In these graphics,
the average delay is calculated, for every message type, by locally averaging the transmission
delays of messages transferred over succesive temporal windows. The window duration is set
to 5 minutes.

• Graphics depicting the evolution along time of channel utilisation factor. This one will also
be obtained by locally averaging channel occupancy over successive 5 minutes long temporal
windows. These graphics represents the entire occupancy, uplink and downlink.

Assessment of both graphics allows drawing conclusions about channel performance
degradation and robustness against strong load conditions. Reference [1] also shows plots of this
parameter for all modes considered in the study.

3.9. Datalink saturation under nominal conditions

Under nominal load conditions, whenever the datalink is in steady state, the number of
residual messages when the simulation ends, for any priority, is or zero, or a very low value, for
all the analysed subsystems. But, if the number of aircraft in the scenario grows progressively (in
steps of 5 aircraft), the traffic intensity offered to the data link increases, until it can not process
the pending communications. In this moment, these pending communications accumulate in the
transmission queues, and the data link enters into saturation. When this occurs, the number of
residual messages, even for the most priority messages, increases significantly with respect to the
values obtained in the preceding simulations (with less aircraft in coverage).

The objective is, therefore, to obtain the number of aircraft in coverage that cause the data
link saturation, both for uplink and downlink. The value of the number of aircraft will allow
comparing the performance of the different subsystems, in terms of capacity, or maximum value
of the throughput supported by the channel. Then, under the same conditions of nominal load, a
subsystem which reaches saturation with 50 aircraft allow transmitting more traffic intensity than
a subsystem that is saturated with 25 aircraft.

The following table resumes the number of aircraft in coverage (taken in intervals of 5
aircraft, from an initial value of 10 aircraft), that cause the saturation of the different data
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subsystem analysed, both for uplink and downlink. The overhead bits take the values of 0 and
2000.
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Scenario Mode S
360º

Mode S
90º

VDL mode
1

VDL mode
2

VDL mode
3

Satellite

K
=
0

Airport
uplink

x1 x 10 aircraft 50 aircraft 50 aircraft 15 aircraft

Airport
downlink

x x 45 aircraft 100 aircraft 70 aircraft 20 aircraft

Terminal
uplink

No
saturation2

50 aircraft 25 aircraft No

saturation

50 aircraft 25 aircraft

Terminal
downlink

No
saturation

50 aircraft 20 aircraft 190 aircraft 50 aircraft 25 aircraft

En route
uplink

No
saturation

55 aircraft 80 aircraft  No

saturation

No

saturation

55 aircraft

En route
downlink

No
saturation

55 aircraft 50 aircraft  No
saturation

100 aircraft 55 aircraft

Oceanic
uplink

x x x x x No
saturation

Oceanic
downlink

x x x x x No
saturation

K
=
2
0
0
0

Airport
uplink

x x 10 aircraft 35 aircraft 15 aircraft 10 aircraft

Airport
downlink

x x 20 aircraft 50 aircraft 60 aircraft 20 aircraft

Terminal
uplink

No
saturation

50 aircraft 15 aircraft 135 aircraft 40 aircraft 25 aircraft

Terminal
downlink

No
saturation

50 aircraft 10 aircraft 100 aircraft 40 aircraft 25 aircraft

En route
uplink

No
saturation

55 aircraft 35 aircraft No
saturation

110 aircraft 55 aircraft

                                                          
1 x means that the datalink is not operative in that scenario
2 No saturation: The datalink is not saturated for the maximum number of aircraft in coverage considered (200)
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En route
downlink

No
saturation

55 aircraft 20 aircraft No
saturation

95

aircraft

55 aircraft

Oceanic
uplink

x x x x x No
saturation

Oceanic
downlink

x x x x x No
saturation

4. COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a resume of the results of the present study, we have obtain the following general
conclusions [1]:

• Mode S radar datalink:

1. The ICAO recommendations relative to mean throughput capacities for ELM in
transponders and interrogators, and to the maximum velocities for selective
interrogation/responses, are the main factors that condition the datalink performance.
The Mode S radar based communication systems based on a mechanical rotating
antenna are the most affected by the ICAO limitations.

2. These limitations are also responsible of the sensitivity of this datalink mode to the
aircraft spatial configuration. When the aircraft concentration increases, the quality
parameters degrade, both for steady state and for peak load conditions.

3. This datalink technique has also some advantages, such as the high binary data rate
(Mbps). This reduces the negative effect of the ICAO limits.

4. Another advantage is that the low priority messages are not delayed very much under
nominal load conditions. The simulation results [1] show that the magnitude order of
the transmission delay is almost constant for the three priority levels used. This fact,
which is a consequence of the RF channel access protocol, is independent of the
spatial configuration of the aircraft. That is to say, when the transmission of the
messages is delayed, all the messages are delayed, regardless their priority.

5. For steady state conditions, this technique is adequate for the terminal and en route
scenarios when the aircraft are approximately distributed in an uniform way.
Otherwise, the transmission delays obtained, and the system robustness are poorer
than for some other subsystems (VDL modes 2 and 3, and satellite), being similar to
the values obtained for VDL Mode 1.

6. For irregular distributions of the aircraft in coverage, or for communication systems
with sudden traffic “peaks” along time, it is more adequate the use of some other
subsystems, such as VDL Mode 2 or VDL Mode 3.

7. Due to the peculiarities in the transmission units and in the medium access protocol,
the Mode S radar datalink is very sensitive to message length changes. This technique
is adequate for the transmission of short messages, which are affected few times for
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the ICAO limits. On the other hand, very long messages can suffer high delays, since
they need several interrogation/response cycles for their transmission.

8. For irregular configurations, the use of an electronic scan antenna, or at least a limited
agility scan antenna will improve very much the performance. These antennas permit
the steering of the antenna beam during a variable time interval, depending on the
communication necessities, and to illuminate the dense sectors more frequently.
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• VDL Mode 1 datalink:

1. This VHF technique gives the poorest performance, both for steady state conditions
and for peak load conditions. The reasons for this low quality are the low binary
data rate used (only 2.4 Kbps) and the low efficiency of the medium access
mechanism employed, based on the use of CSMA p-persistent..

2. VDL Mode 1 has a high sensitivity to the increment of the number of aircraft in
coverage, even in stationary conditions. In those scenarios where the traffic
intensity offered to the datalink is acceptable, such as the terminal domain, this
sensitivity even exceeded the sensitivity of the Mode S radar datalink with aircraft
concentrated in a 90º angular sector.

3. The inefficient medium access protocol is the cause of the lack of robustness of the
system under peak load intervals. The reaction speed is slow, and the peak delays
are very high, even for the most priority messages. The poor response of VDL
Mode 1 under peak load intervals is only exceeded by the satellite datalink, but this
last technique is less sensitive to the increment of the number of aircraft in
coverage.

4. In short, VDL Mode 1 is the datalink technique with the poorest performance of all
the subsystems considered in this study. Besides, it is the first mode that enters into
saturation with the less value of the number of aircraft in coverage.

• VDL Mode 2 datalink:

1. Although it uses the same medium access technique that VDL Mode 1, this
subsystem improves the binary data rate in one magnitude order (31.5 Kbps). This
allows alleviating the problem of the preceding technique.

2. Since the communication channel has a larger capacity, VDL Mode 2 have
acceptable values of the quality parameters studied. The saturation is reached for a
relatively high value of the number of aircraft in coverage for all the scenarios
analysed.

3. The higher datalink capacity results in a good response under peak load
conditions. Globally speaking, even for a high number of aircraft (100 or 200), the
system has a very good reaction.

4. Additional advantages are that the performance parameters have a higher
independence to changes in message length. This is a critical factor in Mode S
radar and VDL Mode 3.

5. VDL mode 2 is very adequate mode to transmit long, sporadic messages, with a
moderate or low generation rate, and for less than 50 aircraft in coverage. Under
these assumptions, there are few collisions, and the messages can be transmitted in
a continuous way, once the RF channel has been successfully acquired.

6. For the airport domain, this technique seems very adequate. It provides
transmission delays similar to VDL mode 3 or satellite for the intermediate and
high priority messages, and it favours the transmission of the less priority ones.

7. On the other hand, when the number of aircraft in the scenario exceeds 50, and for
short and frequent messages with a high generation rate (for instance, in the
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airport domain), or intermediate (such as in the terminal scenario), our
recommendation is to use techniques with a more controlled medium access
technique, avoiding the user message collisions. In this case, VDL Mode 3 is the
most adequate candidate.

• VDL mode 3 datalink:

1. This technique has the most efficient medium access technique, based on TDMA.
Additionally, it allows integrating voice and data in the same periodic structure.

2. The stationary state quality parameters are comparable to the obtained for VDL
Mode 2, and are better than the obtained for some other subsystems and modes,
such as Mode S radar or satellite. An additional advantage is that this datalink
presents a stable behaviour when the number of aircraft in coverage grows. For
values higher than 50 aircraft, the quality parameters are much better than the
obtained for VDL Mode 2, due to the effect of the collisions.

3. The system response under peak load conditions is better than for Mode S radar
and satellite, but poorer than for VDL Mode 2.

4. Due to its characteristic medium access protocol, this subsystem is specially
sensitive to changes in the message length.

5. Under steady state conditions, for any scenario and number of aircraft, the
transmission delay of the messages is very influenced by the message length, since
its transmission, using data bursts, is realised in discrete time intervals.

6. Short messages that are fragmented into one data burst, are the most favoured
ones by this communication subsystem and mode. They are sent using only one
MAC cycle, and their transmission delay is lower than 240 ms. On the other hand,
long messages, that are fragmented into successive data bursts, are the most
disfavoured, since they can not be transmitted in a continuous way, but need
successive MAC cycles.

7. The time division in frames realised by TDMA makes it notably difficult the
transmission of the less priority messages in all scenarios, and specially for the
airport scenario, uplink.

8. This technique is adequate in scenarios with a moderate or high channel utilisation
factor, such as terminal or airport, and with more than 50 aircraft in coverage.

• Satellite datalink:

1. The average delays are higher than expected due to the R channel bottleneck.
2. Similarly, the system response under peak load conditions, both for peak delays

and for recovery times is poor. They are worse than VDL Modes 2 and 3.
3. On the other hand, this datalink is less sensitive to changes in the message length.

This is due to the fact that the longer messages are now transmitted using the T
channel, more efficient. But it should be taken into account that the slot
reservation requests are transmitted via R channel.
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4. In short, the main conclusion for this subsystem is the R channel bottleneck. Note
that the simulations have been performed for the best value of the binary data rate:
10.5 Kbps in the three channels.

5. Therefore, the satellite datalink alternative seems not to be very adequate, since
there are more efficient techniques (VDL Modes 2 and 3). But in the oceanic
scenario is the only operative subsystem of the three studied. Nevertheless, some
other alternatives in oceanic domain, such as HF datalink, should be
comparatively studied.

A comparative evaluation of all the subsystems and modes studied, under stationary
conditions, reveals that VDL Mode 2 is very robust from the point of view of the number of
aircraft necessary to saturate the datalink. This mode has the highest values of the number of
aircraft in the scenario to reach saturation for airport, terminal and en route scenarios. It has
additional advantages, such as its robustness when there are changes in message length (see
detailed results in [1]). For a relatively low number of aircraft in coverage, the transmission
delays for the intermediate and high priority messages are slightly better than for VDL Mode 3.
The less priority messages, or the long messages, are less delayed than for VDL Mode 3. But for
a high number of aircraft in coverage, although not in saturation, the performance degradation is
higher for VDL Mode 2 than for VDL Mode 3.

If the datalink has frequent peak load intervals VDL Mode 2 is very suitable.

When the number of aircraft in coverage is low, and they are uniformly distributed over
the whole circumference, Mode S quality is similar to VDL Modes 2 and 3. However, mode S
radar, due to the ICAO limits, reaches saturation for a low number of aircraft, for all the
scenarios considered, and the performance figures are in this case similar to the VDL Mode 1
ones.

VDL Mode 1 and the satellite data link are the techniques with poorest performance,
specially for terminal and airport scenarios (with intermediate or high channel utilisation). They
reach saturation very soon in stationary conditions (satellite datalink is the first one in reaching
saturation), for a low number of aircraft in coverage (see [1]). Additionally, both present a slow
reaction velocity under peak load conditions.

5. RECOMMENDATION

The meeting of the WG-D/9 is invited to note the information presented in this
information paper.
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